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A. Additional Search Results

We provide the additional results of searching an effective channel dimension configuration by the proposed search method described in §4 to show the consistent trend of the searched channel configurations over different datasets. We perform searches on the CIFAR-10 dataset [9] with the identical search constraints presented in Table 3 in the main paper.

Following the previous analysis, we collect top-10%, middle-10% (i.e., the models between the top 50% and 60%), and bottom-10% models in terms of the model accuracy from 200 searched models to show the channel configurations with the performance statistics after each search. Figure A1 shows that the searched models as colored with red, which look linear functions, have higher accuracy while maintaining the similar computational costs. These similar trends are regularly observed while searching under the various constraints, and we can parameterize the models with a linear function by the block index again. The models in green have highly reduced the input-side channels and many output-side weight parameters resulting in the loss of accuracy. In addition, blue represents the models at the middle-10% accuracy, which looks similar to the conventional channel configurations such as MobileNetV2’s [14].

All the searched channel configurations which can be approximated to linear parameterizations by the block index have higher accuracy (red) then blue ones, which are shown the identical trends to Figure 2 in the main paper. It is worth noting that all the red lines in Figure A1 have higher slopes compared to those in Figure 2 in the main paper. This is because CIFAR-100 models have more parameters at the final classifier due to a larger number of classes, so the early layers employ fewer parameters than those of the models trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset.

B. Network Upgrade (cont’d)

In this section, we give further information of ReXNets and introduce our new model rebuilt upon MobileNetV1 [7] called ReXNet (plain) which does not use skip connections [5, 14] at each building block.

B.1. ReXNet (cont’d)

We have described our upgraded model based on MobileNetV2 [14], which follows the searched linear parameterization on channel dimensions with some minor modifications in §4.4. Here, we illustrate the network architecture of our ReXNet (×1.0) in Figure A2a. We observe ReXNet (×1.0) has the identical block configuration to that of MobileNetV2 where a single-type building block MB6.3x3, which is the original inverted bottleneck [14] with the 3x3 depthwise convolution and the expansion ratio 6 is used as the basic building block except for the first inverted bottleneck. Every inverted bottleneck block that expands the
channel dimensions (except for the downsampling blocks) has a skip connection where the expanded channel dimensions are padded with zeros.

**B.2. ReXNet (plain)**

We now present a new model redesigned based on MobileNetV1 [7]. We choose MobileNetV1 as another baseline because we intend to show a network architecture without skip connections (so-called a plain network) is able to be redesigned by following the proposed linear parameterization to show performance improvement. We do not change the depth of MobileNetV1. We use the identical configuration at the stem (i.e., 3×3 convolution with BN and ReLU) and the same large expansion layer at the penultimate layer.

We reassigned the output channel dimensions of each 1×1 convolution as we did for ReXNet in §4.4. Following the investigation of single-layer design, we only replace the ReLUs with SiLU [6, 12] after the expansion layers such as all the 1×1 convolutions. We leave the ReLUs right after each depthwise convolution where the channel dimension ratio is 1. All the other channel dimensions including the stem and the penultimate layer are not changed. Since the network is a plain network, we do not adopt SE [8]. Our ReXNet (plain) is illustrated in Figure A2b. We provide the ImageNet performance of ReXNet (plain) in Table A1. We train the model by following the identical training setup in §5.1. As shown in Table A1, ReXNet (plain) does not achieve the best accuracy, but it is extremely faster than ReXNets on both CPU and GPU even with larger FLOPs.

**B.3. Overall models**

In addition to the models introduced in Table 5 in the main paper, we provide additional models adjusted by different width multipliers. Table A1 shows the ReXNets (×1.1, ×1.2, ×1.4, ×2.2, and ×3.0) and our new model ReXNet (plain) with the corresponding performances.

![Architectures of ReXNet (×1.0) and ReXNet (plain). MB1 and MB6 refer to MobileNetV2 [14]'s inverted bottlenecks with the expansion ratio of 1 and 6, respectively. Each model has almost similar architectural elements compared to the original ones.](image)

**C. Further Empirical Studies**

**C.1. Impact of nonlinear functions.**

We have studied how nonlinearity can affect rank in the investigation in S3. We further study the actual impact of them by training the models on ImageNet. We train ReXNet (×1.0) with ELU, SoftPlus, LeakReLU, ReLU6, and SiLU (Swish-1) with the identical training setup. As shown in Table A2, we obtain the results of top-1 accuracy in the order of SiLU (77.9%), ELU (77.6%), SoftPlus (77.6%), LeakReLU (77.4%), and ReLU6 (77.3%), and the trend is similar to the result in the empirical study in §3.2. The result
indicates the quality of different nonlinearities that relates to model expressiveness; SiLU shows the best performance. This may provide a backup for why the recent lightweight models use SiLU (Swish-1) as the nonlinearity.

C.2. COCO object detection (cont’d)

We further provide more comparisons of ReXNets with EfficientNets [15] in SSDLite [14] on object detection. We first replace the EfficientNet backbone used in §5.2 with a stronger EfficientNet [16]. We then compare them trained from scratch on the COCO dataset [10].

Comparison with NoisyStudent EfficientNets. We now compare ReXNets with stronger EfficientNets [16], where the backbones are trained by a self-training method with extra large-scale data and RandAug [2]. Our goal is to show ReXNet’s architectural capability over the EfficientNets without using the extra data when applying the backbones to a downstream task. We borrow the AP scores on val 2017 from the ReXNet+SSDLite models in Table 6 in the main paper and train EfficientNet-B0, B1, and B2 in SSDLite using the pretrained NoisyStudent+RA EfficientNet models which are publicly released.

Comparison of the models trained from scratch. We aim to verify the model expressiveness itself without using ImageNet-pretrained backbones. This is because one may wonder using a pretrained models trained with different training setups such as optimizer or regularizers affect the performance of downstream tasks. As shown in the work [4], the COCO dataset [10] is able to be trained from scratch, we verify the model’s pure expressiveness by training the models from scratch.

We individually train ReXNet (×0.9, ×1.0, and ×1.3) and EfficientNet-B0, B1, and B2 in SSDLite without using ImageNet pretrained backbones. All AP scores are evaluated by each checkpoint cached at the last iteration again. Table A4 shows that ReXNets outperform the counterparts by +1.4pp, +0.3pp, and +1.2pp in AP score. With similar computational demands, ReXNets beat the EfficientNet counterparts by large margins, and surprisingly, the training from scratch makes ReXNet (×1.0) outperforms EfficientNet-B1 by +0.3pp with much less computational costs. This indicates that our models are more powerful in terms of expressiveness even without the aids of the supervision of ImageNet pretrained models.

Table A3. ReXNets vs. Noisy Student EfficientNets on COCO object detection. We compare our ReXNets trained solely on ImageNet with stronger EfficientNets trained by Noisy Student training method [16] with RandAug [2]. Note that ReXNets here are equivalent to the models in §5.2. We report box APs on val2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Bbox AP at IOU</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>AP50</td>
<td>AP75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B0 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×0.9) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B1 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×1.0) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B2 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×1.3) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4. ReXNets vs. EfficientNets on COCO object detection. Note that all the models are trained from scratch with the identical training setup except for the doubled training iterations. We report box APs on val 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Avg. Precision at IOU</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>AP50</td>
<td>AP75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B0 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×0.9) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B1 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×1.0) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B2 [15] + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReXNet (×1.3) + SSDLite</td>
<td>320x320</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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